Her name was Laika. The year was 1954. The first dog in space sent by the Russians orbited the
Earth for several minutes before dying from overheating. At least that’s what Russian officials said
after the failure of the mission.
In fact, bits of the spaceship fell back to Earth 7 days later, Laika’s compartment landing un-damaged
in the Sahara Desert.
NASA specialists saw bits of unidentified objects falling back into the atmosphere, but Russian spies
infiltrated within NASA’s high-ranked convinced them that it’s just remnants of a passing meteorite.
The Russians immediately sent a team to retrieve the dog and whatever was left out of her
transportation. By the time they got there Laika escaped and was found half-dead a mile away. She
appeared not affected by the space-trip, but more by the Sahara’s hot air.
The following years, she fully recovered and was intensely studied and analyzed, but she seemed to
be as normal as before the journey.
The truth was, she did brought back something. She was infected with a pathogen that was initially
harmless. The doctors could not identify it or deem it dangerous so nothing was done in regards to
this. Laika lived freely within the compound for another seven years, during which she was in contact
with more than a hundred people. Everybody that touched her, or spent time near her, or even in her
room, all got infected.
After she died, studies continued. The virus continued to spread around the world for the next 60
years. There were mysterious happenings in London where a street beggar was chocked to death
overnight by a wall of decorating branches. In Sahara Desert there were plants growing sporadically in
large areas with no water. Ecologist’s peaceful protests turned into violent clashes due to individuals
acting un-natural, almost animalistic.
There was a new disease that was discovered during the 60 years. It was more of a “condition” that
people had, a “new age disease” doctors were calling it. It was named “Green State” and it
manifested initially with the vegetarians. People had a profound lack of self-confidence, no interest in
personal development and a sickly look with dark eyes and loss of weight. The only thing that made
them suddenly violent was disrespect towards plants.
In 2013, 60% of the world’s population had the ”green state”. Cancer was now on second place.
The new disease had its benefits. People were more considerate for the environment, but out of pure
fear instead of respect. Industrial development was always difficult, almost impossible, as the
“Greeners” were always protesting when this was discussed. Big projects plans almost caused civil
wars in cities like New York, Munich or Dubai.
But this was just part of the plan. The “green state” was actually a pre-effect of the actual full
manifestation of the pathogen.
In 2020, 70% of the Earth population was sick with “green state”. By this year, there was an
incredible abundance of algae, trees and weeds in large areas of what was once the Sahara Desert,
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and these plants were generating water, hence the opportunity for human settlements nearby. The
decision to build an industrial park in the area, was televised and with the time’s incredible means of
communication, within hours the news went around the world.
This triggered fury and rage within the Greeners. People went into the streets asking for the land to
be left to evolve naturally and that humans should not interfere with Nature anymore. These
spontaneous manifests were happening all at once in all major cities of the world.
Based on the level of rage and the lack of self-defence within the human body, the virus took this
opportunity to take complete control of the minds of the Greeners. They attacked authorities,
attacked normal people, killing and destroying. Revenge was on their lips and in their hearts, a rage
that was fueled by the emotional control that the virus was influencing.
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